Minutes
The mood in dinner is relaxed.
The decorations are up.
Wes is wearing a blue shirt, so is Jalissa.
Jake: We’re boardreps still come.
Aron: WE are going to have Stress relief shit- like a dodgeball tournament.
Steph: Special dinner planning meeting on Thursday. Saturday at noon we have a drum
circle.
TAKE SOME SURVEYS PEOPLE.
Rodrigo: Help plan the big academic lecture tomorrow.
Steph: Im graduating- ah! trying to have a party here with the family- going to be a room
request. OH going to add it to next council. 1
Emmy: Im trying to paint over a mural in C2
Going to paint a minimalistic world map or something. Can we add this to the agenda?
Passes: added to the agenda.
Emmy further: I have my artwork if you want to see it.
Passes.
Parissa adds $350 resquest to the pole.
Passed.
Maybe in the family room
SOME PEOPLE ARE SKEPTIPOLE2
Steph: Should we think about why this wasn’t passed last time
Jake: Uncertainty with people being uncomfortable
Jalissa: it was tabled. Uncertainty was because there were folks who were uncomfortable
about it- but this wasn't on the agenda and those people are not here yet.
Mitar: where should we put it? Have we decided?
parissa: it can be moved and put in many places.
Kelly: there’s the group that's unsure- People weren’t here so I think we should let people
know. This was contentious should not take advantage of it.
Elena: I think we should be aware of wehere to put the pole. Stage- speakers may feel
uncomrtable.
Jake: there should be more discussion- but I don't think that it should be more put off.
Mitar: it wasn't on the agenda!
Jalissa: so should we put it on the agenda and discuss later?3
Mitar: you say it is moveable, can people move it if theyre in the space?
Let’s all chip in and get her a cake with her face on it.
everyone laugh here at this funny joke.
3 Lilly plays with peanut butter next to me. “why does it do this while stirring the oil with
the butter? “ Then further drips it, “is this erotic?”
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Parisa: yah man.
Vote: Claire and Jake say, “sexy scholars?!” in unison and widen their eyes excited by the
possibility.
24-4-4.
Passes.
Sarah talking for Carlo, Wants to get a sense of if people would be down for a secret santa
or white elephant.
Vibes seem to be positive.
Aron: also jalissa and I have been making pickles. There’s spicy and there’s sweet pickles.
Travis adds trampoline discussion to the agenda.
The decorations obscure her view and she cannot see the votes.
Discussion: The money would come from the house account.
Jake: $499- ITS ON SALE AND FREE SHIPPING.
17ft diameter.4
Roman inquires how many people can go on it.
-Travis says we will not exceed it, but we probably will.
Exceeds the safety regulations.
It’s on sale because its Cyber Monday. 5
Mitar: does it have a safety net?
Maybe.
Roman makes a bunch of inquiries as to safety.
Jake replies “live dangerously”
Sophia: Better to ask forgiveness than permission.
Cards are in Graham’s hands- he isn’t here.
Claire: as the sober house we deserve a trampoline.
Lilly: Lets get high on a trampoline!
34-4-1
Passes.
Oh wait! no one decided on a color.
aah what’s it going to be
council ends
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Most are 13 feet in diameters.
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